
Extract plant-level data from multiple locations
Using the drag-and-drop selection of  report fields, you can extract data  
from multiple repositories—including ASCII, binary files, relational and  
SQL databases, and text and CSV files—to create comparative charts and  
perform multi-process analysis.

Aggregate, correlate and combine data
You can also correlate mechanical process data with product inspection data 
to improve processes or optimize resources.

Apply advanced statistical analysis tools
CWR can pinpoint non-conformances with a full complement of  Six Sigma 
analysis tools and enable you to quickly search raw data to create custom 
reports. Custom data sets can also be passed to your favorite analysis tool.

Create standard or customized reports
All output produced by CWR can be captured automatically to create  
web reports, complete with a table of  contents. Templates can be used to  
customize web layout, graphs, and web pages. Complex report distribution 
tasks can be simplified with the creation of  macros that generate reports on 
demand or by a set schedule.

Custom Web Reporter (CWR) is an easy-to-use, 
powerful statistical engine with an extensive 
library of analytical tools which enable managers 
and engineers to meet a variety of specific  
information and reporting requirements within 
WinSPC. With CWR you can customize reports, 
graphs and charts from hundreds of pre-defined 
styles that can be saved into HTML format for 
widespread distribution.

•   Optimize processes and asset utilization using 
advanced statistical methods

•   Analyze and compare business metrics and 
manufacturing processes

•   Correlate and analyze data across multiple 
processes

Custom Web Reporter™

Web-based Reporting Tools for  
Plant and Quality Management

Create custom charts by following hundreds of easy-to-use templates and then 
publish your completed charts in HTML format
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Publish reports over the web or corporate intranet
Share customized HTML production reports with:

• Customers and suppliers
• Internal departments
• Other company facilities
• Anyone in the world through a browser

Easy-to-use custom reporting interface
Drag-and-drop components to create custom charts 
and graphs.

Drill down for detailed information
Click on specific points on your chart or graph for 
underlying data to help pinpoint problems.

Choose from hundreds of chart styles and formats to perform appropriate analysis 
for different data sets

Create pre-defined or customized reports for information such as Continuous 
Improvement or Product Summaries

Create customized charts by dragging and dropping chart components; modify any 
chart or graph with a simple click-and-drag of the mouse

Analyze multiple factors and display them in a single view, side-by-side, with three-
way charting

Customize charts to meet your specific needs or choose from a list of  
standard charts
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